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This is part four of a four-part series. 

There is only one key question that remains: How much money could a cost segregation study save
for you?  Let’s consider a few studies and then summarize what we’ve learned together over the last
three articles.

The results as seen in the chart are what was specifically achieved for these clients. In order to
determine your own available savings, you should reach out to a quality provider today, while tax
season is in full swing.

I became a cost segregation consultant because after years of working as a management
consultant, I realized there was a faster and easier way to make a tremendous impact on the
businesses I served. As someone who has grown and sold small businesses, it is my passion to
help other businesses succeed. Cost segregation is used by all “big business.” But it is available to
you too. 

Whether your building is worth hundreds of millions of dollars, or your leasehold improvements are
only valued at a couple hundred thousand, this tool is available, and effective for you. Keep in mind
our summary below, and I hope you have your own cost segregation success story in the near
future.

What is Cost Segregation?

Cost segregation utilizes the power of the very foundation of the world’s financial system.  By
reducing your taxable income, and as a result, your income taxes due, you are free to make the time
value of your money work for you.

It is the accelerated depreciation that results from separating real property assets from personal
property assets within commercial real estate.



This accelerated depreciation typically creates savings of 4-10% of the value of the building, on an
after tax basis. Value for leasehold improvements can be as high as 25% of the value of the assets
on an after tax basis.

Who should consider a cost segregation study?

	All mid-range and long-term commercial property owners in for-profit organizations should consider
cost segregation; and 
	All leasehold improvement owners in for-profit organizations should consider cost segregation.
	How do you receive a high quality cost segregation study?

A firm using the detailed engineering approach will provide a study that meets the IRS’ highest
standard. These firms should:

	Send both an accountant and an engineer to tour your location, taking a few hours, not a few
minutes to document your property; and
	Provide an itemized breakout of all segregated items in their reports.

What should you avoid in a service provider?

	Studies completed by accountants, without engineering services.  These studies often lose
30%-50% of the available value.; 
	Studies completed by construction companies and engineers without specialty accountants. These
studies also often lose 30%-50% of the available value;
	Studies by accountants who state they ‘do a little’ cost segregation; and
	Studies by firms within a regional accounting firm alliance or network, which may not be referred for
their detailed engineering approach, but for the commissions created within the alliance.

Christie Ellis is the president at Cost Segregation Advisors, LLC, Hudson Valley, N.Y.
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